Competitor Bulletin #2017-09
To:
All American Flat Track Competitors
Date:
6/14/2017
Effective Date: Immediately
Subject:
Revised Red Mile Results
Following the completion of the June 3rd, 2017 AFT Singles Main Event at the Red Mile in Lexington, Ky, post-race tech
inspection officials determined the #99 motorcycle of Kevin Stollings was out of compliance with American Flat Track’s
Sound Requirements (Rule 3.6). That evening, Stollings was deemed to be have an equipment violation and was
disqualified from the race final.
Following the event, AMA Pro Racing received a letter of appeal from Stollings. AMA Pro Racing considered the appeal
submitted and has determined it to be without merit because the motorcycle failed the post-race sound test. The 2017
rulebook states:
A3.1 Equipment offenses are divided into two categories:
a. Category 1 - An equipment violation that could potentially or effectively enhance the performance of a
motorcycle used in competition.
b. Category 2 - All other equipment violations.
A3.3 - Penalties: At the discretion of AMA Pro Racing, any or all of the following penalties may be administered for
violation of AMA Pro Racing Rules for Competition:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Warning
Probation
Fine
Total or partial loss of points or laps
Total or partial loss of prize money
Disqualification
Suspension

Due to the specific nature of the #99 circumstances during the course of the race, AMA Pro Racing believes there was no
enhancement of performance to the motorcycle and also determines there was no conscious intent by the #99 to gain a
competitive advantage.
AMA Pro Racing has implemented the following revisions, effective immediately, and will be deemed the final results of
the race:
1. Results: Kevin Stollings has been reinstated as the race winner of the AFT Singles Main Event at the Red Mile,
with Tristan Avery in second place, Shayna Texter in third, etc.
2. Purse: Prize money for all positions will be paid out according to the revised results.
3. Points: Due to the #99 machine being out of technical compliance in post-race tech, Kevin Stollings has been
penalized 25 championship points; points for all other positions will be awarded according to the revised results.

Questions, concerns or requests for clarification on rules should be sent to rules@americanflattrack.com

